Irwin Consulting Services Review How to deal with holiday decorations
safely
It is already the month of December and to those individuals having a weak heart saying
it is too late to put holiday decorations at their home, don’t be. Filling your home with
pretty and lovely decorations would not take a very long time so gear up and begin
beautifying your house right now. Knowing that you’ll apply your personal style and
preferences in designing your house will give you an exciting feeling, but together with
that sentiment, you need to be very careful in designing especially when it comes to
electric materials.
Some don’t have to feel lonely walking at night in their neighborhood because a lot of
houses were so bright and even sparkles the night with their decorative lights and other
holiday-themed decorations. Irwin Consulting Services agrees that the holiday season
can indeed spread love and joy all around the world.
However, the holiday season also calls for a cold weather, which is an unavoidable
circumstance leading to every household use a lot of heat sources. You need to be careful
in decorating your home since many heat sources are around. You will also have to deal
with some electrical connections when putting your holiday decorations like the
Christmas lights into place. Double check the extension cords or power strips along with
all the wirings if each is safe to use and has no damage at all. Learn how much current is
running through the cords and determine if those were the proper and right numbers.
Keep the Christmas tree at least 3 feet away from heat sources such as space heaters and
fireplaces.
Irwin Consulting Services would like you to choose properly on what kind of Christmas
tree you’re going to put in your house. You can settle with a real or live tree or an
artificial one, but most importantly, remember to avoid very dry trees because they are
weak to fires. Before placing a live tree on its stand, make sure to cut 1-2 inches from the
base of the trunk to ensure good water absorption when filling it with water.
Outdoor decorating should be done with proper caution. Each equipment and
decoration you’re going to use must be labeled for outdoor use. Follow the careful
guidelines provided especially on electrical products. The amperage rating of the
extension cords should match the power needs of the electrical items (amperage). Your
electric lights and decorations should be plugged into circuits protected by ground fault
circuit interrupters or GFCIs. Maintain distance from power lines while doing outdoor
decorating as well. Keep electrical outlets organized to prevent overloading. Do not plug

a lot of electrical decorations or devices all at once. You must not let overheating to
happen and start a fire.
Confirm if there’s also a proper insulation on electrical cords by checking if they were
not pinched in windows, doors or under heavy objects. Be careful about installing the
decorative lights as well to ensure that there would be no damage to its cord’s insulation.
Unplug electrical decorations when replacing bulbs or fuses. In addition, turning off all
indoor and outdoor electrical decorations must be practiced before going to bed or
leaving the house.
Candles with a good scent can indeed illuminate the night of the holiday season, but
these real candles must not be left unattended for a long period of time to avoid fire
accidents. Keep them in a spot that is also safe from the reach of little children and was
away from combustible objects. Put out its fire if ever you’re going to sleep or going
outside your home for a long time.
Irwin Consulting Services promises to remain committed to helping companies,
professionals, or individuals in maintaining public safety and would also like to
encourage each household to do the same and be dedicated to their own safety this
holiday season.

